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CASE NO. 895-AT-18
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM #7
April 5, 2018

Petitioner:

Zoning Administrator

Request:

Amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance to add “Solar Farm” as
a new principal use under the category “Industrial Uses: Electric Power
Generating Facilities” and indicate that Solar Farm may be authorized by
a County Board Special Use Permit in the AG-1 Zoning District and the
AG-2 Zoning District; add requirements and fees for “Solar Farm”; add
any required definitions; and make certain other revisions are made to the
Ordinance as detailed in the full legal description in Attachment A.

Location:

Unincorporated Champaign County

Brookens Administrative Center
1776 E. Washington Street
Urbana, Illinois 61802
(217) 384-3708
zoningdept@co.champaign.il.us
www.co.champaign.il.us/zoning

Time Schedule for Development: As soon as possible
Prepared by:

Susan Burgstrom
Senior Planner
John Hall
Zoning Administrator

STATUS
At the March 29, 2018 ZBA meeting, the Board voted to hold a special meeting on April 5, 2018.
Please see the “Testimony from March 29, 2018 ZBA Meeting” section below for a summary of
public comments.
Additional consideration is being given to separation distances between a solar farm and adjacent
residences due to noise and viewshed concerns. See the “Separation Distance from Residential
Properties” section below.
P&Z Staff have received the following communications since the March 29, 2018 hearing:
 On April 2, 2018, P&Z Staff received an email from Patrick Brown, BayWa-r.e. Solar Projects
LLC, with an attachment regarding sound measurements for an inverter model from SMA
Solar Technology. See Attachment B for the email and the attached study.


On April 2, 2018, P&Z Staff received an email from Ted Hartke in which he suggests that
renewable energy is more costly for taxpayers and ratepayers. See Attachment C for the email
and an article he included to support his opinion.



On April 3, 2018, P&Z Staff received an email from Jason Arrasmith, a Sidney Village
Trustee. He highlights residents’ concerns heard at the Village of Sidney regular board
meeting on April 2, 2018. See Attachment D for his email.



On April 3, 2018, P&Z Staff received an email from Valerie Hopkins Bernard, a resident of
Philo. She is opposed to the allowing solar and wind farms in Champaign County. She asks
that if they are allowed, that responsible regulations protecting residents and wildlife be
approved. See Attachment E for her email.
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On April 3, 2018, P&Z Staff received a phone call from Lezli Cline, Sidney resident. She
expressed her opposition to any solar farm that seeks to develop on productive agricultural
land. She is specifically against the location of the proposed 1,200 acre solar farm near Sidney
that is 60 times the size of the U of I solar farm. She does not think it belongs anywhere near
residences, and the proposed setback of 50 feet to a residential property line/100 feet to a
residence is insufficient. She feels that property values will decrease, and that the case has
been somewhat “back-doored in” and she hopes she is not too late to be heard in time for a
decision on this solar farm.



On April 5, 2018, the County Star printed an article by Christine Walsh, County ZBA to meet
about solar farm on Thursday. See Attachment G.



On April 5, 2018, P&Z Staff received an email from Jonathon Manuel, Resource
Conservationist with the Champaign County Soil and Water Conservation District regarding
pollinator friendly grass seed mix. See Attachment H.



Susan Burgstrom requested any known studies regarding solar farm impacts on soil from
Morgan White, University of Illinois Sustainability Coordinator. Mrs. White requested a
response from Professor Scott Willenbrock, Professor of Physics and Provost Fellow for
Sustainability at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. On April 5, 2018, Professor
Willenbrock sent a study created for Cypress Creek Renewables by Tim O’Connor,
Ecobiologist with Fields of Green, titled “Illinois Soil Conservation and Revitalization Using
Native Vegetation” – see Attachment I.



On April 5, 2018, Susan Burgstrom took several photos of the University of Illinois Solar
Farm in order to illustrate distance from solar farm equipment. See Attachment J.

TESTIMONY FROM MARCH 29, 2018 ZBA MEETING
The following is a summary of testimony from the March 29th meeting, which will be added as
evidence under Item 16.E.(4) of the Findings of Fact:
(4)

At the March 29, 2018 public hearing for this case, the following testimony was received:
a.
Cindy Shepherd, Central Illinois Outreach Director for Faith in Place, provided a
handout of her presentation. She said that her organization supports the Future
Energy Jobs Act and the opportunities it creates for solar energy. She said that Faith
in Action believes that one way to support our neighbors who are economically
challenged is lowering energy costs and providing good jobs, and the clean energy
sector is poised to do that in Illinois. She said that community solar projects can be
especially beneficial to those who would like to reduce their energy costs.
b.

Colleen Ruhter, 910 CR 2200E, Sidney, wants to preserve the rural character that
they sought when buying their 5 acre farm a few years ago. She is also concerned
about the environmental impact of the fencing around solar farms, wildlife habitats,
and ecosystems. She wants weeds on the solar farms to be maintained, and she is in
favor of pollinator plants under the solar panels. She believes that a noise study
should be required for solar farm developments.
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c.

Scott Willenbrock, 1017 West White Street, Champaign, testified that he is in favor
of solar energy.

d.

Ted Hartke, 1183 CR 2300E, Sidney, testified that the currently proposed
separation between solar equipment and properties of 3 acres or less should be
expanded to include all residential properties, not just the smaller ones. He would
like to see a separation greater than 100 feet. He thinks that solar farm
developments should be required to produce less noise than what the proposed
amendment stipulates. He said that solar energy is not needed, there is plenty of
energy already produced in other forms, and that solar would steal from
landowners’ enjoyment of their land and surroundings.

e.

Tim Osterbur, 302 Witt Park Road, Sidney, requested that setbacks from solar
farms be adequate for residential neighbors.

f.

Jeff Justus, 2155 CR 900N, Sidney, testified that drainage tiles need to be
maintained, and asked how the solar companies might get a big backhoe in to repair
tile when there are solar panels in the way.

g.

Patrick Brown, BayWa-r.e. Solar Projects LLC, stated that his company appreciates
the work that has been done on the proposed amendment, and said they still have 3
areas of concern: having the ordinance allow Letters of Credit rather than an
escrow account; making sure the fees cover the costs of processing the Special Use
Permit application yet are reasonable for solar developers; and using logic and
discretion to determine the extent of required screening. He is concerned that solar
companies will not want to develop in Champaign County if the ordinance is too
cumbersome.

h.

Tim Montague, 2001 Park Ridge Drive, Urbana, testified that land will become
more productive when left fallow. He said it is not in the solar developer’s interest
to have broken drainage tile, and emphasized that utility scale solar would be a
tourist attraction that would benefit Champaign County.

i.

Anne Parkinson, 1604C Lyndhurst, Savoy, testified in favor of solar energy.

j.

Ray Griest, 1802 Cindy Lynn, Urbana, asked that Drainage District tiles be
checked in proposed project areas, and recommends against constructing anything
in Drainage District easements.

k.

Daniel Herriott, 30 Dunlap, Sidney, asked the Board to consider lifelong residents
in areas that might have solar farms. He asked them to consider what the area
would look like in 25 years, which is the estimated life expectancy of solar panels,
and what it would look like in 39 years, which is right before the typical 40 year
solar farm lease would expire.
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SEPARATION DISTANCE FROM RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
Based on public concerns and input from comparable counties, P&Z Staff have further evaluated how
much separation should be required between solar farm equipment and residential properties. The
separation distance requirement would help alleviate concerns about noise and preserving the rural
viewshed.
At the March 29, 2018 ZBA meeting, a Board member asked that the April 5th meeting discussion
include using a 500 feet separation distance with the ability to reduce that under the waiver procedure,
as opposed to having a minimal standard with the ability to increase it. P&Z Staff recommends
establishing a minimum separation subject to request for waiver but that may be increased by the
ZBA. No consistent justification has been identified for a specific separation distance.
Attachment F is a comparison of separation distances by land use in the Champaign County Zoning
Ordinance. P&Z Staff hope that it can help calibrate the Board’s determination of separation distances
for solar farms.
Other Illinois counties with solar farm ordinances have established separation distances from 50 feet to
500 feet from residences that are not part of a Solar Farm Special Use Permit. P&Z Staff reached out to
three of the counties which had approved a 500 feet separation distance to see what justification they
had for that particular distance. Tazewell County responded that the 500 foot requirement seemed to be
the norm in other counties’ ordinances. Knox County responded that they used 500 feet because that is
what Tazewell County had adopted. However, with the experience of a recent Solar Farm Special Use
Permit case and additional research, they are proposing an amendment this week requesting that the
500 feet setback be reduced to 100 feet. P&Z Staff have requested more information from Knox
County as to their justification for this reduction.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN PARTICIPATING AND NON-PARTICIPATING PROPERTIES
The proposed revision for separation distances below makes a distinction between PARTICIPATING
and NON-PARTICIPATING PROPERTIES so that those who are not participating can be located
farther away from solar farm equipment than participating properties.
Note that the definition of “DWELLING or PRINCIPAL BUILDING, PARTICIPATING” and
“DWELLING or PRINCIPAL BUILDING, NON-PARTICIPATING” should be amended as follows:
DWELLING or PRINCIPAL BUILDING, PARTICIPATING: A DWELLING on land
that is leased to a WIND FARM or PV SOLAR FARM.
DWELLING or PRINCIPAL BUILDING, NON-PARTICIPATING: A DWELLING on
land that is not leased to a WIND FARM or PV SOLAR FARM.
PROPOSED REVISION TO SEPARATION DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS
P&Z Staff offer the following revisions to the separation distance requirements:
6.1.5 D.

Minimum Standard Conditions for Separations for PV SOLAR FARM from adjacent USES
and STRUCTURES
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The location of each PV SOLAR FARM shall provide the following required separations
as measured from the exterior of the above ground portion of the PV SOLAR FARM
STRUCTURES and equipment including fencing except for fencing:
1.

A SETBACK of 55 feet from a MINOR STREET and a SETBACK of 75 feet from
a COLLECTOR STREET and a SETBACK of 85 feet from a MAJOR STREET.

2.

For properties participating in the solar farm: No required separation from any
existing DWELLING or existing PRINCIPAL BUILDING except as required to
ensure that a minimum zoning lot is provided for the existing DWELLING or
PRINCIPAL BUILDING.

3.

For properties not participating in the solar farm:

34.

(a)

At least 100 250 feet from any existing DWELLING or existing PRINCIPAL
BUILDING and not less than 50 200 feet from the property line of any
adjacent LOT that is three five acres or less in area and provided that the
noise level caused by the PV SOLAR FARM complies with the applicable
Illinois Pollution Control Board regulations. This separation distance applies
to properties that are adjacent to or across a STREET from a PV SOLAR
FARM.

(b)

At least 100 250 feet from any existing DWELLING or existing PRINCIPAL
BUILDING and not less than 50 feet from the property line of any adjacent
LOT that is three greater than five acres or less in area and provided that the
noise level caused by the PV SOLAR FARM complies with the applicable
Illinois Pollution Control Board regulations. This separation distance applies
to properties that are adjacent to or across a STREET from a PV SOLAR
FARM.

(c)

Additional setback may be required as deemed necessary by the BOARD.

A separation of at least 500 feet from any of the following unless the SPECIAL
USE permit application includes results provided from an analysis using the Solar
Glare Hazard Analysis Tool (SGHAT) for the Airport Traffic Control Tower cab
and final approach paths, consistent with the Interim Policy, Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) Review of Solar Energy Projects on Federally Obligated
Airports, or the most recent version adopted by the FAA, and the SGHAT results
show no detrimental affect with less than a 500 feet separation from any of the
following:
(a)

any AIRPORT premises or any AIRPORT approach zone within five miles
of the end of the AIRPORT runway; or

(b)

any RESTRICTED LANDING AREA that is NONCONFORMING or
which has been authorized by SPECIAL USE permit and that existed on or
for which there had been a complete SPECIAL USE permit application
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received by April 22, 2010, or any approach zone for any such
RESTRICTED LANDING AREA; or
(c)

any RESIDENTIAL AIRPORT that existed on or for which there had been
a complete SPECIAL USE permit application received by April 22, 2010,
or any approach zone for any such RESIDENTIAL AIRPORT.

45.

A separation of at least 500 feet between substations and transmission lines of
greater than 34.5Kva to adjacent dwellings and residential DISTRICTS.

6.

Separation distances for any PV SOLAR FARM with solar equipment exceeding 8
feet in height, with the exception of transmission lines which may be taller, shall be
determined by the BOARD on a case-by-case basis.

PROPOSED REVISION TO FENCING REQUIREMENTS
P&Z Staff offer the following revisions to the fencing requirements based on the proposed revisions to
separation distance:
6.1.5 M.

Screening and fencing
1.

Perimeter fencing:
(a)

PV SOLAR FARM equipment and structures shall be fully enclosed and
secured by a fence with a minimum height of 7 feet.

(b)

Knox boxes and keys shall be provided at locked entrances for emergency
personnel access.

(c)

The PV SOLAR FARM perimeter fencing shall be a minimum of 10 feet
from a SIDE or REAR LOT LINE but not less than 25 feet from the
property line of any adjacent LOT that is three acres or less in area and a
minimum of 40 feet from a MINOR STREET and a minimum of 55 feet
from a COLLECTOR STREET and a minimum of 60 feet from a MAJOR
STREET but in no case shall the perimeter fencing be less than 10 feet from
the RIGHT OF WAY of any STREET.

(d)

Vegetation between the fencing and the LOT LINE shall be maintained such
that NOXIOUS WEEDS are controlled or eradicated consistent with the Illinois
Noxious Weed Law (505 ILCS 100/1 et seq.). Management of the vegetation
shall be explained in the application.

(e)

Required location of fencing in relation to NON-PARTICIPATING properties:
1.
The perimeter fencing shall be a minimum of 10 200 feet from a SIDE
or REAR LOT LINE but not less than 25 feet from the property line of
any adjacent LOT that is three five acres or less in area.
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2.

The perimeter fencing shall be a minimum of 10 feet from a SIDE or
REAR LOT LINE but not less than 250 feet from any existing
DWELLING or existing PRINCIPAL BUILDING of any adjacent LOT
that is greater than five acres in area.

ATTACHMENTS
A

Legal advertisement

B

Email from Patrick Brown, BayWa-r.e. Solar Projects LLC, received April 2, 2018, with
attachment: White Paper BU-U-019: Sunny Central

C

Email from Ted Hartke received April 2, 2018 (includes article – Green Energy Poverty:
Are Low Income Americans Impoverished by Alternative Energy?)

D

Email from Jason Arrasmith, Village of Sidney Trustee, received April 3, 2018

E

Email from Valerie Hopkins Bernard received April 3, 2018

F

Comparison of separation distances by land use in Champaign County Zoning Ordinance
dated April 3, 2018

G

County ZBA to meet about solar farm on Thursday by Christine Walsh, the News Gazette
County Star, April 5, 2018

H

Email from Jonathon Manuel, Resource Conservationist with the Champaign County Soil
and Water Conservation District received April 5, 2018

I

“Illinois Soil Conservation and Revitalization Using Native Vegetation” by Tim
O’Connor, provided by Professor Scott Willenbrock, UIUC, received April 5, 2018

J

Photos of the University of Illinois Solar Farm taken by Susan Burgstrom on April 5, 2018
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LEGAL PUBLICATION: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 2018

CASE: 895-AT-18

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING REGARDING A PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE.
CASE: 895-AT-18
The Champaign County Zoning Administrator, 1776 East Washington Street, Urbana, has filed a
petition to change the text of the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance. The petition is on file in
the office of the Champaign County Department of Planning and Zoning, 1776 East Washington
Street, Urbana, IL.
A public hearing will be held Thursday, March 1, 2018, at 6:30 p.m. prevailing time in the
Lyle Shields Meeting Room, Brookens Administrative Center, 1776 East Washington Street,
Urbana, IL, at which time and place the Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals will
consider a petition to:
Amend the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Part A. Amend Section 3 by adding definitions including but not limited to “NOXIOUS
WEEDS” and “SOLAR FARM”.
Part B. Add paragraph 4.2.1 C.5. to indicate that SOLAR FARM may be authorized by
County Board SPECIAL USE permit as a second PRINCIPAL USE on a LOT in
the AG-1 DISTRICT or the AG-2 DISTRICT.
Part C. Amend Section 4.3.1 to exempt SOLAR FARM from the height regulations
except as height regulations are required as a standard condition in new Section
6.1.5.
Part D. Amend subsection 4.3.4 A. to exempt WIND FARM LOT and SOLAR FARM
LOT from the minimum LOT requirements of Section 5.3 and paragraph 4.3.4 B.
except as minimum LOT requirements are required as a standard condition in
Section 6.1.4 and new Section 6.1.5.
Part E. Amend subsection 4.3.4 H.4. to exempt SOLAR FARM from the Pipeline Impact
Radius regulations except as Pipeline Impact Radius regulations are required as a
standard condition in new Section 6.1.5.
Part F. Amend Section 5.2 by adding “SOLAR FARM” as a new PRINCIPAL USE
under the category “Industrial Uses: Electric Power Generating Facilities” and
indicate that SOLAR FARM may be authorized by a County Board SPECIAL
USE Permit in the AG-1 Zoning DISTRICT and the AG-2 Zoning DISTRICT and
add new footnote 15. to exempt a SOLAR FARM LOT from the minimum LOT
requirements of Section 5.3 and paragraph 4.3.4 B. except as minimum LOT
requirements are required as a standard condition in new Section 6.1.5.
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Part G. Add new paragraph 5.4.3 F. that prohibits the Rural Residential OVERLAY
DISTRICT from being established inside a SOLAR FARM County Board
SPECIAL USE Permit.
Part H. Amend Subsection 6.1.1 A. as follows:
1.
Add SOLAR FARM as a NON-ADAPTABLE STRUCTURE and add
references to the new Section 6.1.5 where there are existing references to
existing Section 6.1.4.
2.
Revise subparagraph 6.1.1 A.11.c. by deleting reference to Section 6.1.1A.
and add reference to Section 6.1.1A.2.
Part I. Add new subsection 6.1.5 SOLAR FARM County Board SPECIAL USE Permit
with new standard conditions for SOLAR FARM.
Part J. Add new subsection 9.3.1 J. to add application fees for a SOLAR FARM zoning
use permit.
Part K. Add new subparagraph 9.3.3 B.8.to add application fees for a SOLAR FARM
County Board SPECIAL USE permit.
All persons interested are invited to attend said hearing and be heard. The hearing may be
continued and reconvened at a later time.
Catherine Capel, Chair
Champaign County Zoning Board of Appeals
TO BE PUBLISHED: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 2018 ONLY
Send bill and one copy to:

Champaign County Planning and Zoning Dept.
Brookens Administrative Center
1776 E. Washington Street
Urbana, IL 61802
Phone: 384-3708
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100 feet

200 feet

300 feet

1,200 feet (non-partic.)
1,000 feet (partic.)
500 feet

Min. req. separation
to dwelling and/ or
residential DISTRICT
2,000 feet

Also requires 100 feet side and rear yard and a 150 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating odor, appearance, and overall impact.
Also requires 100 feet side and rear yard and a 150 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating odor, appearance, and overall impact
Also requires 50 feet side and rear yard and a 100 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating odor, noise, and appearance.
Also requires 50 feet side and rear yard and a 100 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating safety, odor, and overall impact.
Also requires 20 feet side and 30 feet rear yard.
Apparently mitigating odor, noise, and appearance.
Additional separation or screening may be required.
Apparently mitigating safety, odor, and overall impact.
Side and rear yard and setback same as for DISTRICT.
Apparently mitigating odor, noise, and appearance.
Also requires 50 feet side and rear yards and 100 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating odor, noise, appearance, and overall property impact.
Side and rear yard and setback same as for DISTRICT.
Apparently mitigating noise and overall property impact.
The 200 feet separation is the side and rear yard.
Apparently mitigating noise.

Livestock Sales Facility and Stockyards
(SUP* in AG-1, AG-2, B-1 DISTRICTS)

Sewage Disposal Plant
(SUP* in CR, AG-1, AG-2, I-2 DISTRICTS)

Slaughterhouse
(SUP* in AG-1, AG-2, B-1, I-1 DISTRICTS)

Amusement park
(SUP* in AG-2, B-4, B-5, I-1, I-2 DISTRICTS)

LANDSCAPE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITIES
(SUP* in AG-2, I-2 DISTRICTS)

Gasoline and Volatile Oils Storage
(SUP* in B-1, B-3, I-1, I-2 DISTRICTS)

Major RURAL SPECIALTY BUSINESS
(SUP* in CR, AG-1, AG-2 DISTRICTS)
Meat, fish, and poultry prep. and packaging; Animal
fat and oil manuf. (SUP* in I-2 DISTRICT
Outdoor Commercial Recreational Enterprise
(SUP* in CR, AG-2 DISTRICTS)

KENNEL (SUP* in CR, AG-1, AG-2. B-4 DISTRICTS)

Cemetery or Crematory
(SUP* in AG-1, AG-2 DISTRICTS)

Side and rear yard and setback same as for DISTRICT.
Apparently mitigating overall property impact.
Also requires 50 feet side and rear yards and 100 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating overall property impact.

Also requires 100 feet side and rear yard and a 150 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating safety, odor, noise, and overall impact.

Blast Furnace; Foundry
(SUP* in I-2 DISTRICT)

Truck terminal; Railroad Yard and Freight Terminal
(SUP* in AG-2 DISTRICT)

Also requires 200 feet side and rear yard and a 250 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating odor, appearance, and overall impact.

Public or Commercial Sewage Lagoon
(SUP* in CR, AG-1, AG-2 DISTRICTS)

April 5, 2018

Also requires 300 feet side and rear yard and a 350 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating safety, odor, noise, appearance, and overall impact.
Mitigating safety, noise, overall property impact.
Other separations are not included here.
Also requires 300 feet side and rear yard and a 350 feet setback.
Apparently mitigating noise, appearance, and overall impact.

Notes

Use and
Required Authorization
(*SUP= Special Use Permit)
Plastic & rubber manufacturing; Petroleum refining;
Fuel ethanol manufacturing (SUP* in I-2 DISTRICT)
Wind farm
(SUP in AG-1 DISTRICT)
Penal or Correctional Institution
(SUP* in AG-1, AG-2 DISTRICTS)

Champaign County Zoning Ordinance Minimum Required Separation to Dwelling and Residential District
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Illinois Soil Conservation and Revitalization
Using Native Vegetation
Findings and Recommendations
Prepared for Cypress Creek Renewables, LLC
August 21, 2017

Tim O’Connor
Ecobiologist, Fields of Green

17907 Schmidt Road, Mount Carroll, IL 61053
815-297-3394
Fieldsofgreen96@gmail.com
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Executive Summary
Purpose of this report
Taking land out of agricultural production is a topic of great public concern. The hosting of solar
energy production facilities on agricultural land is not a permanent land use conversion.
Committed to addressing challenges related to the land, soil, property owners, and
communities near or on their solar farms, Cypress Creek Renewables, LLC has commissioned
this report to aid in the development of its Illinois land stewardship program. This program is
intended to ensure that host land is not only conserved, but improved while remaining
compatible with neighboring agricultural lands over the life of Illinois solar farm facilities.
This report provides thoughtful consideration, information for understanding, and
recommendations of practices and scenarios for the land that will host solar farms in Illinois.

It is beneficial for agricultural
land to lie fallow while hosting a
solar farm, allowing the natural
biological process to rejuvenate
the soil for future generations.
Natural processes increase soil organic
matter, soil fertility, soil tilth, and a
host of other soil benefits. Cypress
Creek Renewables, LLC can create a
positive effect on the land by planting
and maintaining native plants that
restore and replenish the soil. Illinois,
“The Prairie State,” has only onehundredth of one percent of its original
prairies. (Madson, 1993) By
reestablishing native Illinois prairies,
the company will help increase
biodiversity, intensify organic matter,
and prevent soil erosion.

Tim J. O’Connor
Fields of Green 8/21/2017
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History of Soil in Illinois
When French explorers came across Illinois, they encountered the vast grassland they called
“prairie.” Illinois is blessed with productive soils today because of the prairie ecosystem. Over
thousands of years of decomposing organic matter, mostly from the deep root structures of
these plants, has created the rich, dark, fertile soils in Illinois today. Therefore, it only seems
fitting to reintroduce this prairie ecosystem as a “cover crop” for solar farms.

Current State of Farmland Soils
Unbroken prairie soils contain as much as 10-15% organic matter. Because of the intensive
tillage of Midwestern soil, organic matter has plummeted in some locations to below one
percent of total soil volume. Commercial agriculture’s unceasing growth causes stress to the
soils. For producers to continue to grow crops at current levels, they apply more chemical
fertilizer to increase yields, apply more fungicides to keep plants healthier, and remove other
ecosystems to make room for more row crops. The soil’s health declines.
Resting soil (soil that is taken out of production) remedies itself to a healthier state as the
natural processes are reestablished. Temporarily removing agricultural land out of production
is not a new concept. Programs like Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and State Acres for
Wildlife Enhancements (SAFE) have been around for many years. These programs successfully
reduce soil erosion, improve water quality, increase habitat, and attract pollinators.

Benefits of Cover Cropping with Native Illinois Grasses
Cover cropping with native grasses creates biomass both above and below ground, and over
time, improves the integrity of the soil because it:
•
•
•
•
•
•

increases organic matter;
improves microbial activity;
prevents compaction;
improves water infiltration;
controls water run-off and erosion;
slows movement of soil particles.

Organic matter and microbial activity
In the book, Building Soils for Better Crops, Authors Magdoff and Van Es discuss the benefits of
cover cropping, “Grass cover crops are more likely than legumes to increase soil organic
matter. The more residue you return to the soil, the better the effect on soil organic matter.”
(102) Organic matter is the key to soil quality. Agricultural topsoil usually contains about 1-6%
organic matter. Magdof and Van Es cite a Michigan soil study that demonstrated potential
crop yield increases of about 12% for every 1 % of organic matter. Additionally, Maryland
Tim J. O’Connor
Fields of Green 8/21/2017
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researchers logged an increase of about 80 bushels of corn per acre when organic matter was
increased from 0.8% to 2%.
As organic materials in the soil such as the biomass created by native grasses above and below
ground, decompose the process of mineralization releases nutrients into the soil. The ability of
organic matter to hold on to cations, which are essential positively-charged plant nutrients, is
known as cation exchange capacity (CEC), the higher the CEC the higher the soil quality.

Water run-off, infiltration, erosion, and soil movement
Cover cropping with native grasses is one of the best ways to help build soil profile. Soils tend
to become less compact, having space for air passage and water movement as organic matter
increases. The soil is said to have Good Tilth. These soil qualities are especially enhanced by
native vegetation with typically long roots that, depending on the species, can reach average
depths of 5 to 7 ft. and as much as 15 ft. Soil moves every time it rains, even in a sod situation.
Soil movement unsurprisingly intensifies in a tilled field. Growing deep-rooted native plants
on farmland slows the movement of soil particles, increases infiltration of water, and raises the
water holding capacity of soil.

Rejuvenated soil
By reestablishing these native prairies as a “cover crop” for solar farms, biodiversity is
increased, organic matter intensified, and soil erosion prevented. Resting agricultural land with
cover crops remedies itself to a healthier state as the natural processes are reestablished. Over
the 20 – 40-year life of the solar facility, land will become healthier and rejuvenated for future
generations of production agriculture.
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Vegetation Types Suitable for Solar Farms
A baseline quality soil sample should be taken at each site. The sample analysis identifies
problems with soil PH, nutrient quantities, and organic matter. Amendments to the soil can be
made before the prairie planting begins, if desired. Due to the unique circumstances of solar
farms, only short prairie grasses ranging from 2 to 2.5 feet in height should be planted.
Mowing is also an option as it will not affect the integrity of the prairie.
Seed mixes form native plant nurseries will be dependent on specific site soil and sun
conditions. Most seed companies are willing to put together a seed mix that is suited for
individual sites. Working with a reputable native seed company is important for the success of
the prairie. Prices vary considerably when dealing with prairie plantings. Plant species and
price quotes per acre from a reputable seed dealer have been included in this report.

Some Recommended Shortgrass Prairie Grasses and Sedges*
Botanical name

Common Name

Height

Schizachyrium scoparium Little Blue Stem
2-3 ft.
Bouteloua curtipendula
Side-oats Grama
2-2.5 ft.
Sporobolus heterolepis
Prairie Dropseed
2-3’ ft.
Muhlenbergia racemosa
Upland Timothy
2’ ft.
Carex brevoir
Plains Oval Sedge
1’ ft.
Viability and height of grasses will vary due to soil and light conditions specific to the site. A
site and soil analysis is always recommended to determine the best species for the location.
*Height information above derived from Illinois Wildflowers (Hiltey) and Prairie Moon Nursery website:
www.prairiemoon.com (see attachment)

Establishing the Native Illinois Grass Cover Crop
On-site preparation
The most successful project starts with on-site prep work.
Elimination of all existing plant material is the first step. This can be
accomplished by a series of sprayings. Controlling non-targeted
species needs to be a priority. Research, evaluation of each site, and
talking to local producers can provide insight as to the main invasive
species and how to best control.
Drill grasses and nurse crops first. Planting a nurse crop with the
prairie grasses helps control weeds and soil moisture retention. Oats
has been a successful nurse crop for this function. No-till drilling of
prairie seeds is highly recommended and reduces the amount of seed
required. Conventional planting practices i.e. plowing and disking allow for more unwanted
Tim J. O’Connor
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seeds in the germination zone, resulting in a flush of undesirable plants that cause
complications.

Wild flowers
It may take 1-2 years to fully establish the grass prairie at which time the native prairie flowers
(forbs) can be drilled, if desired. Please note, many native prairie flowers exceed the height
constraints of a solar facility. Shorter native prairie flowers include Blazing Star, Heath Aster,
and Lead Plant.

Typical short grass prairie with wild flowers (forbs) located in Mt. Carroll, IL. Note that the flowers shown exceed
2.5 ft. and are not suitable for use with a solar facility.

Maintenance and weed control
During the first year, growth of grasses occurs predominantly underground. About 80 percent
of broadleaves can be controlled by mowing at a height of 10-12 inches. These practices help
control broadleaves and other invasive species along with aiding pollinators. The planting of
multiple species naturally helps to control weeds and diseases. Although never maintenance
free, once a prairie has been established for 3-5 years, it becomes easier to manage.

References and Additional Resources
Illinois Invasive Plant List. Center for Invasive Species and Ecosystem Health.
https://www.invasive.org/species/list.cfm?id=152
Illinois Wildflowers. John Hilty. http://www.illinoiswildflowers.info/ (detailed, searchable
website for native herbaceous plants in Illinois
Madson, John. 1993. Tallgrass Prairie. Nature Conservancy/Falcon Press
Magdoff, Fred and Van Es, Harold. 2009. Building Soils for Better Crops. nit Book Press
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UIUC Solar Farm
distance: ~50 feet to closest panel
on left of road
04/05/18
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UIUC Solar Farm
distance: ~50 feet to nearest panel
04/05/18
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UIUC Solar Farm
distance: ~90 feet to nearest panel
04/05/18
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UIUC Solar Farm
distance: ~200 feet to closest panel
04/05/18
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UIUC Solar Farm
distance: ~250 feet to closest panel
(arrow) taken from railroad tracks
04/05/18
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UIUC Solar Farm
distance: ~500 feet to panels straight
ahead (arrow)
04/05/18

